Receptive Field Size vs. Model Depth for Single Image Super-resolution.
The performance of single image super-resolution (SISR) has been largely improved by innovative designs of deep architectures. An important claim raised by these designs is that the deep models have large receptive field size and strong nonlinearity. However, we are concerned about the question that which factor, receptive field size or model depth, is more critical for SISR. Towards revealing the answers, in this paper, we propose a strategy based on dilated convolution to investigate how the two factors affect the performance of SISR. Our findings from exhaustive investigations suggest that SISR is more sensitive to the changes of receptive field size than to the model depth variations, and that the model depth must be congruent with the receptive field size to produce improved performance. These findings inspire us to design a shallower architecture which can save computational and memory cost while preserving comparable effectiveness with respect to a much deeper architecture.